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APP

Price

Description

Category

Collins Big Cat: It was
a Cold, Dark Night
Story Creator
FREE

Develop your children’s reading skills
with interactive book and story
creator.

Literacy

Magic Ink – The
Wonderful Wizard of
Oz
£0.79

Journey to the new magical world of
Oz with Magic Ink Books, as you join
Dorothy, Toto and all her friends.

Literacy

Cinderella Fairy Tale
Dress Up and Story HD
FREE

Playful animation enhance a classic,
captivating story with loads of
interactive graphics.

Literacy

One Minute Reader
FREE

Reading is important for students’
success. Reading is a fundamental
skill, one which adults sometimes take
for granted.

Literacy

Inference Ace:
Reading
Comprehension Skills
and Practice for
Struggling Readers
FREE

Inference Ace helps kids who have
trouble with reading comprehension.

Literacy

Reading Magic –
Learning to Read
through Advanced
Phonics Games
FREE

ABC magic reading short vowel words
can help your child’s future reading
success.

Literacy
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You Can Read
FREE

The app uses all of the essential high
frequency key words to encourage
your child to practice reading the
words both in and out of context.

Literacy

Jumbled Sentences 1
FREE

Designed for beginners to improve
their writing skills. Offers easy and
interactive way for beginners to learn
the word order in a fun way.

Literacy

Sentence Builder – for
kindergarten, first
grade, second grade
FREE

A fun new sentence builder app
designed to learn about words,
sentences, pronunciation, grammar
and punctuation.

Literacy

Grammar Wonderland
(Elementary) Lite
FREE

Fly, swim, feed and toss your way to
grammar mastery. Who knew
grammar practice could be so much
fun?

Literacy

Clicker Sentences
£23.49

Develop young pupil’s writing skills
and building struggling writers’
confidence with Clicker Sentences –
the definitive early writing tool that
enables you to build sentences with
whole words.

Literacy

Letters and Dots
£1.49

Letters and Dots is an addictive (and
colourful) puzzle word game.

Literacy

Twinkl Phonics Suite
Light Edition (All you
need to learn British
Phonics – Reading,
Writing and Spelling
FREE

Whether you are a teacher who wants
to use this App to enhance children’s
learning alongside your letters and
sounds phonics sessions, or a parent
who wants to support your child’s
learning of phonics at home, this App
has something for everyone.

Literacy
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Phonics Consonants
Free – Beginning
sounds for preschool,
kindergarten, first
grade
FREE

Learn phonics consonant sounds with
this fun kids’ game. Consonants are
the build blocks of words and knowing
the consonant letters and their sounds
in a critical step in learning to read.

Literacy

Phonics and Letter
Sounds School
FREE

Early reading learning activities A to Z
(Alphabet Flash Cards, Tracing Game,
Letters Endless Quiz and Puzzle
Animals Train) Adventure games for
kids girls and boys (toddler, preschool
and kindergarten)

Literacy

Phonics Kinder Lite
FREE

In this app children will focus on the
short vowel sounds (a, e, I, o, u).
Special attention will be given to short
‘a’ and ‘e’. They will learn to blend
and read words from the word families
at, an, am, ap, ack, en, et and est.

Literacy

Phonics Rhyming Bee
Free
FREE

Phonics Rhyme Sorting Free is a fun
app for learning to recognise rhyming
words and sort them by sound. A bee
carries a heart with word on it and the
child selects which of two flower pots
has a word that rhymes.

Literacy

ABC Phonics Rhyming
Words Lite
FREE

A fun game for young children to learn
phonics by finding pairs of matching
words.

Literacy

Phonics Genius
FREE

Over 6000 words grouped by phonics
sounds. This app is awesome to teach
phonic awareness.

Literacy

Phonics Fun 4
FREE

Phonics Fun series will help learn the
sounds of letters, which are important
for reading as well as spelling. Tap the
letter and you will hear the sound it
makes. Simply slide the letter to the
picture to see if the sound matches.

Literacy
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Phonics Fun 6
FREE

Helps your child learn the sounds of
the letters, which are important for
reading as well as spelling. Tap the
picture and you will hear the words.
Tap the letter and you will hear the
sound it makes. Simply slide the letter
to the picture to see if the sound
matches.

Literacy

Rainbow Phonics
FREE

Enter the exciting world of Rainbow
Phonics and learn letter sounds and
spelling with 12 interactive learning
landscapes and 12 story books.

Literacy

Initial Code
FREE

The official app for the Sounds-Write
Initial Code phonics programme, for
learning to read and spell in English.

Literacy

Rocket Speller
FREE

Rocket Speller is a fun and engaging
spelling app for 3-7 year olds.
Educators, occupational therapists,
special education teachers and parents
agree that kids are engaged and
learning with this app.

Literacy

Spelling Wizard 1
FREE

With an animated wizard, bright green
flashing spells and magical sound
effects, Spelling Wizard transforms
simple spelling and letter practice into
an enjoyable iPhone / iPad game for 46 year olds.

Literacy

Word Wizard
FREE

Find as many words as you can in two
minutes. Compete with your friends
or random opponents.

Literacy

Chimp Fu
£2.29

Can you defeat the gorillas and
become a Master of Chimp Fu?
Watch strategies and learn the secrets
of syllables. Chunk longer words into
syllables, making them easier to read
and spell.

Literacy
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Bubble Spell
£0.79

Bubble Spell is intended for youngsters
who have used the Bubble Phonics
app or have a basic understanding of
the phonetic sounds of consonants
and short vowels. It is the first
exposure to spelling for the younger
speller.

Literacy

Bubble Spell 2 is the second
application in our sequence of spelling
apps. It is intended for youngsters
who have a basic understanding of
their consonants, long vowel and short
vowel sounds. It is an excellent aid for
your young speller.

Literacy

ABC Spelling Magic
FREE

Spelling is fun and easy with ABC
Spelling Magic. Teaches the sounds of
the letters and how to build words.

Literacy

ABC Spelling Magic 2
FREE

This level focuses on teaching
consonant blends.

Literacy

ABC Spelling Magic 3
FREE

Gives the opportunity to practice
building 4-7 letter words that contain
two or more syllables.

Literacy

ABC Spelling Magic 4

This app focuses on silent final e. This
app will help your child gain mastery
with words that contain silent final e.

Literacy

Sight Words
FREE

A fun and addictive way to learn sight
words by sight, sound and touch.

Literacy

Sight Words Learning
Games and Flash
Cards
FREE

Wonderfully educational reading
program for beginning readers (ages 27). Developed in co-operation with
educational specialists by an awardwinning educational studio, 22learn,
the creator of the best-selling Abby
Basic Skills and reading program
Phonics Fun on Farm to best prepare
your child for success in kindergarten
and school curriculum.

Literacy

Bubble Spell 2
£0.79
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Sight Words by Little
Speller
FREE

Amazing – far better than most paid
apps!
Approved by parents, teachers and
toddlers.

Literacy

Sight Words Ninja
FREE

A great way to give parents a break
and let your child have fun and learn
to read at the same time.

Literacy

Sight Words Flight
FREE

This engaging game will help your child
memorise 220 most important sight
words. The goal of the game is to
touch clouds with the appropriate
word while flying the airplane. It takes
less than a minute to learn, but offers
hours of educational fun.

Literacy

Learn Sight Words
FREE

Over 120,000 downloads.
Help your child to learn to read.

Literacy

Endless Alphabet

Love this app! Words appear on screen, Literacy
then the monsters run through the word
scattering the letters. Student then has
to put letters back in the right place
(word outline is left). Whenever the
student picks up the letter, it makes the
letter sound appropriate for its context
in that word. Once the student has the
word correct, the app shows an
animation demonstrating the meaning of
the word. Very popular with kids of a
variety of abilities.
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Endless Reader

Endless Wordplay

Splingo

Sight Word Bingo

Similar to Endless alphabet – starts with
word and student has to put letters back Literacy
in place. However, once this is done, a
sentence will come up using the word,
and the student will have to put the
word in the appropriate place, along
with another couple of words which will
be missing. When they touch the word,
the app says the word too them. Then
there is an animation demonstrating the
sentence. Can buy more words in packs.

Word families. First word, outline of
letter, then only first letter, then no
letters. After completed word family,
sentence using words, then progress to
next task. Again, have to buy as you
progress.

Literacy

Developed by SLP’s to help children with Literacy
listening and language skills. They have
to complete tasks at a level set by you –
instructions with from 1 to 4 main
words, and which types of word (noun,
verb, preposition, adjectives). For
example “Put the small eggs on the
house”. After completing a set number
correctly, they have to help the character
Splingo build his spaceship, fuel it and so
on. Very repetitive in nature, but I find
kids get absorbed in it and like the break
to help with the spaceship.

App which develops skills in recognising Literacy
and spelling sight words. Allows you to
pick level from pre-K up to grade 3, and
only nouns or all words. Allows for
students to enter name and create their
character. First choice is to play word
bingo or spelling practice. Once
completed game, they get a “bingo bug”
and then get the option of playing a
game with the bingo bugs, but which still
practices words. Pupils at all levels seem
to really like this game.
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Shake a Phrase

A fun language app to create writing
prompts.

Literacy

Reading Eggs

Programme for reading and numeracy.
Very educational but try it first as some
reports that it may crash or reload.

Literacy

Talking Larry

Talk and Larry will repeat everything you Literacy
say. Can be used for modelling language
or social situations.

Talking Tom

Tom is your pet cat who responds to
your touch and repeats everything you
say with a funny voice. Modelling or
social stories.
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